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  #1 
  

 10-24-2005, 10:15 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 

Just in case anyone is looking for this monitor at a great price, the Samsung 970P LCD Monitor is 
being sold at J&R Music World for $479.99 after $50 rebate plus FREE shipping. 
 
It looks promising, but this 19" LCD has only one DVI connection and doesn't even include a DVI 
cable!  The other gripe I have with the monitor is you connect the power and video cable to an 
extension cable off the monitor's base. Nevertheless I've ordered one and will comment again 
later.

 

  #2 
  

 10-26-2005, 05:59 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

I thought it didn't come with a cable but it actually did...a DVI to D-Sub cable as well as a DVI 
cable.
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  #3 
  

 10-27-2005, 11:04 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
I thought it didn't come with a cable but it actually did...a DVI to D-Sub cable as well as 
a DVI cable.

 
That turns out to be correct. This monitor DOES indeed come with a DVI cable included!!!   
 
It also came with 3 warranty (different languages) registration cards, a reference CD, an 
Analogue to DVI cable, and a poorly written quick-install sheet. 
 
At first I thought my Samsung 970P arrived DOA because it never displayed anything after 
hooking it up to either my Mac or PC. I jiggled the cables and unplugged an replugged, and also 
powered on with nothing attached and finally the screen showed it was scanning for a signal. 
Phew! 
 
Let me just say that the text on this LCD monitor is razor sharp and DVD movies look great too. 
In fact, I can even see the makeup on the actors faces because this monitor is so bright and 
clear. 
 
I am definitely keeping this LCD even though there is still a power-brick attached to the power 
cord, and a dongle-like attachement (this stuff should be integrated into the base of the monitor) 
for the DVI and power cables. 
 
What's kinda sad too is that since there is only one input (the DVI connection) there might be 
cause to buy a KVM switch. That could almost run 1/2 the cost of another LCD... 
 
Anyways, I've attached some pictures of the 19" LCD Samsung 970P sitting on my desk.

Attached Thumbnails 
         

 

  #4 
  

 10-29-2005, 01:18 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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I've got that display too and I'm very pleased with it. I've had it for about 2 weeks and think I've 
finally found a good balance between too bright and too dark. It was tough though. I've read 
about people having similar difficulties adjusting the 193p and 193p+. 
 
The dongle is unsightly but if you get creative you can hide it. I taped mine to the side of my 
desk.

 

  #5 
  

 11-16-2005, 08:54 PM 

kralj  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Nov 2005
Posts: 2 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
I've got that display too and I'm very pleased with it. I've had it for about 2 weeks and 
think I've finally found a good balance between too bright and too dark. It was tough 
though. 

 
 
This is tough monitor to setup, can you reveal your settings maybe, and do us a favor? I've been 
trying to set mine for days, turning brightness all the way down, then turning contrast all the 
way down, trying all possible combinations, but wasn't pleased, still somehow hard to look at, 
especially for reading. Then I gave in, and start using the Movie preset, and although very 
bright, feels better for the eyes. Better balance I suppose.  
 
Very fast panel though, CS:Source and Q4 almost no ghosting or blur at all, excellent considering 
it's a pva. Some pro could maybe see some ghosting in "two-colour" games like CS, but I'm very 
pleased with it, it's very playable (if this is the word, sorry for my english), and watching movies 
is real pleasure with it's high contrast and high speed.

 

  #6 
  

 01-30-2006, 05:30 AM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
I've got that display too and I'm very pleased with it. I've had it for about 2 weeks and 
think I've finally found a good balance between too bright and too dark. It was tough 
though. I've read about people having similar difficulties adjusting the 193p and 193p+. 
 
The dongle is unsightly but if you get creative you can hide it. I taped mine to the side 
of my desk.

 
 
Hi  
Can you recoomend a setting (for text and internet)? The ones they have are really too dark. 
Can you please specify the number you used for brightness, contrast, and color (cool1, cool2 
etc)? I cant get the whites to look white. THey look bluish. 
 
THanks!

 

  #7 
  

 10-30-2005, 12:47 PM 

Zantech  Posts: n/
a 

 How si the response time on this monitor? 

Was looking at this monitor, haven't had a pva panel before. I had a Dell 2005fpw (IPS). I 
probably couldn't deal with anything slower than the Dell, as it had some motion blur, that was 
probably at the lower end of my acceptable limits. It appears that this 970P is faster than the 
Dell, so could suit me. Have you tried any FPS games on it? 
 
Thanks.

 

  #8 
  

 11-01-2005, 10:13 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Zantech 
Was looking at this monitor, haven't had a pva panel before. I had a Dell 2005fpw (IPS). 
I probably couldn't deal with anything slower than the Dell, as it had some motion blur, 
that was probably at the lower end of my acceptable limits. It appears that this 970P is 
faster than the Dell, so could suit me. Have you tried any FPS games on it? 
 
Thanks.

 
Yes, if you consider Doom3 a FPS. I saw no noticeable blurring of any sort but it's not UT or 
Quake so hard to say. FYI I am using a ATI Radeon x700 PRO with an Athlon 64 3400+. 
 
Too bad HP has not released their 19" f1905b LCD monitor as a stand alone model. I really like 
the the Samsung 970P, but I really fell in love with the HP when I saw it. HP only sells them in a 
system bundle so far.

 

  #9 
  

 11-10-2005, 12:58 AM 

PeSa  Posts: n/
a 

Hi Thomas! 
 
finally i've found an os x displayed on that monitor! 
what can you tell me about the monitor calibration via software? 
 
i've read a couple of reviews and it appears quite annoying and not so easy. 
Are you using MagicTune? 
 
which version of os x are you running? 
 
Any other prob? 
 
Sorry for those questions  too many? 
Thanks in advance 
 
PeSa

 

  #10 
  

 12-14-2005, 03:03 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Thomas M. Wolf 
Yes, if you consider Doom3 a FPS. I saw no noticeable blurring of any sort but it's not UT 
or Quake so hard to say. FYI I am using a ATI Radeon x700 PRO with an Athlon 64 3400
+. 
 
Too bad HP has not released their 19" f1905b LCD monitor as a stand alone model. I 
really like the the Samsung 970P, but I really fell in love with the HP when I saw it. HP 
only sells them in a system bundle so far.

 
Hello, I found the f1905b as a stand-alone here: 
 
http://www.futureshop.ca/catalog/pro...est%5Fcookie=1

 

  #11 
  

 02-05-2006, 08:36 PM 

eHackster 
 

Registered User

 

Join Date: Feb 2006
Posts: 2 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Thomas M. Wolf 
Yes, if you consider Doom3 a FPS. I saw no noticeable blurring of any sort but it's not UT 
or Quake so hard to say. FYI I am using a ATI Radeon x700 PRO with an Athlon 64 3400
+. 
 
Too bad HP has not released their 19" f1905b LCD monitor as a stand alone model. I 
really like the the Samsung 970P, but I really fell in love with the HP when I saw it. HP 
only sells them in a system bundle so far.

What did you like about the HP F1905B exactly? 
 
I got two of them. They are very good all around, very crisp. Since these are my first LCDs I 
have nothing to compare them against. 
 
Here are the positifs so far: 
.Great Calrity 
.Great brightness, might be overwhelming at first, takes some getting used to 
.Text are extermly sharp 
.Colors are extremly vivid 
 
Cons: 
.The video playback are not very good. They are a bit grainy ( seinfeld DVD ) 
.There is some light bleeding around the edges when the scree is all black, nothing major though. 
.The screen is a lot reflective, so there should be no light behind you. 
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Now I am nit sure about my cons though. Is it normal for an LCD to bleed a bit of light around 
the edges? what about the grainy DVD playback? 
 
Thanks for your reply.

 

  #12 
  

 12-01-2005, 10:38 PM 

:-)  Posts: n/
a 

 Question Samsung 970p MagicRotation 

Hello, 
 
I've read your review about the Samsung 970p. A very sweet monitor with super quick response. 
I just got one too, but could not get the picture to rotate with the monitor even when the 
MagicRotation software was installed before. The driver was installed for the 970p model. How 
did you get it to rotate the picture with the monitor if it was turned 90, 180, or 360 degrees? I'm 
soooo lost. Please help!  
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Thomas M. Wolf 
That turns out to be correct. This monitor DOES indeed come with a DVI cable 
included!!!   
 
It also came with 3 warranty (different languages) registration cards, a reference CD, an 
Analogue to DVI cable, and a poorly written quick-install sheet. 
 
At first I thought my Samsung 970P arrived DOA because it never displayed anything 
after hooking it up to either my Mac or PC. I jiggled the cables and unplugged an 
replugged, and also powered on with nothing attached and finally the screen showed it 
was scanning for a signal. Phew! 
 
Let me just say that the text on this LCD monitor is razor sharp and DVD movies look 
great too. In fact, I can even see the makeup on the actors faces because this monitor 
is so bright and clear. 
 
I am definitely keeping this LCD even though there is still a power-brick attached to the 
power cord, and a dongle-like attachement (this stuff should be integrated into the base 
of the monitor) for the DVI and power cables. 
 
What's kinda sad too is that since there is only one input (the DVI connection) there 
might be cause to buy a KVM switch. That could almost run 1/2 the cost of another 
LCD... 
 
Anyways, I've attached some pictures of the 19" LCD Samsung 970P sitting on my desk.
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  #13 
  

 12-01-2005, 11:16 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

To get the image to rotate you need to install the software (MagicRotate or MagicPivot somethin 
or other) for it. Try this post for the website link: 
 
http://www.upgradefever.com/forums/showthread.php?t=646 
 
You'll need to install both the MagicTune and MagicRotate software AND tick a check box in the 
preferences for it to do the rotation automatically. The rotate software/function does not work for 
Mac OS X yet, and I would not play DVD's in portrait mode because it uses too much CPU.

 

  #14 
  

 12-15-2005, 10:33 AM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

 How does the triple hinge stand up to use? 

i just saw the 970P in the samsung store and i fell in love with its beautiful lines and not to 
mention its lovely image quality! it's a winner! 
 
however i was unable to swivel the monitor. what gives? 
 
even worse, the weight of the monitor seems to make the screen sink under its own bulk after i 
tried to adjust the monitor's height. 
 
is there an issue with the ingenious triple hinge or is it just wear and tear common with products 
on display? 
 
considering this is their premium model, this seems like a big no-no. 
 
are any users of this monitor facing this issue?

 

  #15 
  

 11-15-2005, 02:36 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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 ian 

I´m interested to find out if you guys have tested the 970P 
for DVD playback quality
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 Thomas M. Wolf Kevin, I ran across the same... 11-28-2005, 11:03 PM

 Katarina9299 A w e s o m e ! 12-05-2005, 03:03 AM

 Guest banding 12-06-2005, 02:23 PM

 Guest Linux 12-08-2005, 01:46 PM

 Guest In the latest nVidia drivers,... 12-13-2005, 03:29 AM

 Guest Hi everyone! Wow, so it... 12-13-2005, 09:01 AM
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 Gerry Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 04-01-2006, 01:29 AM
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  #1 
  

 11-15-2005, 05:05 PM 

ian  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Nov 2005
Posts: 3 

 is the 970P the one!! 

previous post-that´s me-I got registered 
 
As a backgammon freak and not a cs freak is refresh rate a big deal? 
I like to watch dvd´s (avi´s) on my tft so yes it is 
 
6ms-impressive (930BF at 4ms even better-this is the tft i´m meant to be buying) and we can´t 
trust samsungs bench marking for this or any other producer for that matter-so tell me are you 
guys impressed with the refresh on the 970P? 
 
contrast 1000/1-well thats high-nice bright clear text?but no headaches 
or eyestrain? 
 
brightness 250-should be in the usual range? 
 
design-if you like harman/kardon´s soundsticks II then this has to be a dream 
 
piono white with silver bezzel sounds like this will easily pull me away from black/silver 
and that blue crystaline light on the stand-a mac fans dream? 
 
so its really 930BF v. 970P 
 
opinions appreciated
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 12-09-2005, 01:55 PM 

skyform 
 

Registered User

 

Join Date: Dec 2005
Posts: 1 

screen 

Quote:

Originally Posted by ian 
previous post-that´s me-I got registered 
 
As a backgammon freak and not a cs freak is refresh rate a big deal? 
I like to watch dvd´s (avi´s) on my tft so yes it is 
 
6ms-impressive (930BF at 4ms even better-this is the tft i´m meant to be buying) and 
we can´t trust samsungs bench marking for this or any other producer for that matter-
so tell me are you guys impressed with the refresh on the 970P? 
 
contrast 1000/1-well thats high-nice bright clear text?but no headaches 
or eyestrain? 
 
brightness 250-should be in the usual range? 
 
design-if you like harman/kardon´s soundsticks II then this has to be a dream 
 
piono white with silver bezzel sounds like this will easily pull me away from black/silver 
and that blue crystaline light on the stand-a mac fans dream? 
 
so its really 930BF v. 970P 
 
opinions appreciated

 
Yes i also want to know whichone has a better picture for games and overall 930bf or 970p, 
please guys tell me.
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 11-15-2005, 03:09 PM 

ian  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Nov 2005
Posts: 3 
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ian 

Addressed to all who are writing on this thread 
 
Have any of you guys tested the 970P for DVD playback quality? 
 
I was about to buy the 930BF but then this baby came up and if you 
admire the design of harman/kardon´s soundsticks II then you have to 
consider the 970P 
 
feed back appreciated: 
 
6ms-overdrive technology?  
 
can´t trust producers bench testing 
(my kid is a cs freak,not his dad-backgammon is the fastest game I play- 
but dvd (avi) good to have a fast refresh 
 
1000/1 contrast-that was high/250 brightness 
 
clarity?detail?this tft will not give me a headache? 
 
design-(no) its beautiful 
 
used to think:black/silver,only way to go but piano finish white/silver-why the hell not! (apple 
fans take note!) and that crystaline blue light on the stand 
-magic 
 
ty

 

  #4 
  

 11-15-2005, 08:58 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Quote:

Originally Posted by ian 
Addressed to all who are writing on this thread 
 
Have any of you guys tested the 970P for DVD playback quality? 
 
I was about to buy the 930BF but then this baby came up and if you 
admire the design of harman/kardon´s soundsticks II then you have to 
consider the 970P 
 
feed back appreciated: 
 
6ms-overdrive technology?  
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can´t trust producers bench testing 
(my kid is a cs freak,not his dad-backgammon is the fastest game I play- 
but dvd (avi) good to have a fast refresh 
 
1000/1 contrast-that was high/250 brightness 
 
clarity?detail?this tft will not give me a headache? 
 
design-(no) its beautiful 
 
used to think:black/silver,only way to go but piano finish white/silver-why the hell not! 
(apple fans take note!) and that crystaline blue light on the stand 
-magic 
 
ty

 
IMHO the DVD playback is wonderful for an LCD. I agree about the HK SoundSticks II. You might 
notice that I have them in the picture that came out fuzzy (out of focus). 
 
 
FYI: If you post a message and it does not appear right away, it will need to be 
validated and that's why it does not appear.

 

  #5 
  

 11-16-2005, 12:46 AM 

ian  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Nov 2005
Posts: 3 

Sorry about that double threading,I should have assumed posting delay! 
 
Yes,I noticed you had my sticks as well as the alien space-ship(sub.)- 
you are a man of taste! 
 
Are you running mac or pc or both? 
 
Being serious I need a 19" tft and It´s a hard choice. 
 
The 970P was released only a few days ago here in Norway and serious test reports are not yet 
released.Below is an example of one test site I like: 
www.tomshardware.com 
 
So when in doubt my high end 15 year old who over-clocks his athlon so much,he has to use 
water cooling,tells me "ask the geeks" (a joke) 
 
So is this a better tft than the 930BF 
 
(Lets hold us to samsumg-apple and eizo are too expensive!)
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  #6 
  

 01-30-2006, 05:33 AM 

Hila  Posts: n/
a 

Hi  
Can you recoomend a setting for text and internet? The ones that are pre-set options in 
MagicTune are really too dark.  
Can you please specify the number you used for brightness, contrast, and color (cool1, cool2 etc) 
etc? I cant get the whites to look white. They look bluish. 
 
 
BTW, I magange to work with the MagicTune, after disabeling the firewall (the PC stopped 
freezing) 
THanks!

 

  #7 
  

 02-05-2006, 12:47 PM 

eHackster 
 

Registered User

 

Join Date: Feb 2006
Posts: 2 

 F1905b 

Speaking of F1905B in this thread, this is the monitor I bought myself two days ago. 
 
The imagea are so clear and bright, it is like the monitor is trasmitting directly to your brain. LOL 
 
Does anyone know what pannel or pannel type is that HP FP1905B using? is it 6bits or 8bits?
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 11-16-2005, 05:16 AM 

pesante 
 

Registered User

 

Join Date: Nov 2005
Posts: 2 
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hi thomas, i forgot to ask you if you could provide me your exactly version of OSX and Java 
 
Would be much appreciated, or if you could help me out with this MagicTune 
 
thanks 
Marco

 

  #9 
  

 11-16-2005, 09:45 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Quote:

Originally Posted by pesante 
hi thomas, i forgot to ask you if you could provide me your exactly version of OSX and 
Java 
 
Would be much appreciated, or if you could help me out with this MagicTune 
 
thanks 
Marco

 
I'm using OS 10.4.3 on the Mac Mini and WinXP Pro SP2 on the PC. As for the version of Mac 
Java - sorry I haven't a clue.  
 
Since I do not like a lot of drivers running on a machine, I do not have MagicTune installed on 
my Mac.

 

  #10 
  

 11-19-2005, 10:27 AM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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Baklight issues? 

Hi, 
 
Can you guys tell me how the backlight is? If u turn the lights off and put on a black screen is 
there any light leaking? I'm looking for an LCD and this one seems great, but bleeding is very 
important to me. 
Also, when you watch a DVD is it possible to see any light on the two black stripes at top and 
bottom of the movie? 
Thx a lot

 

  #11 
  

 11-28-2005, 05:49 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

Thomas 
 
Glad i found your post - thanks 
 
What color is the monitor - j&r's site say white and silver, most other sites say it comes in white 
OR silver (i'd like a silver one) your pictures are hard to tell by. 
 
also was that a mfg rebate? i can't find a rebate on j&r's site. 
 
thanks again 
kevin
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 11-28-2005, 11:03 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
Thomas 
 
Glad i found your post - thanks 
 
What color is the monitor - j&r's site say white and silver, most other sites say it comes 
in white OR silver (i'd like a silver one) your pictures are hard to tell by. 
 
also was that a mfg rebate? i can't find a rebate on j&r's site. 
 
thanks again 
kevin

 
Kevin, 
 
I ran across the same confusion about the color. It is a hybrid white-silver. The base is mostly 
white with silver at the pivot point. The back is also mostly white, but the frame around the front 
of the panel is silver. 
 
Since most monitors are either black or silver (kinda like cars) this to me is a nice change. As for 
the rebate it was a MFG but only via Samsung and J&R. Then there was the free shipping too, 
but now both seem to be gone for the time being. 
 
+------------------------+ 
 
Pesa, if you're still reading this thread, check out the other post: 
http://www.upgradefever.com/forums/showthread.php?t=646 
 
MagicTune does work on OSX, it's just a little tough to locate it since it's in the Applications 
folder.

 

  #13 
  

 12-05-2005, 03:03 AM 

Katarina9299 
 

Registered User

 

Join Date: Dec 2005
Posts: 1 

A w e s o m e !
__________________ 
Buy your Apple iPOD here 
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 12-06-2005, 02:23 PM 
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knez  Posts: n/
a 

 banding 

Hi everybody, 
I have a question for all 970p owners. 
Have you tried color gradient test, and do you see banding on it? 
I have 970p for few weeks, and I did gradient test many times. Banding is so obvious  
 
 
P.S. Sorry for my bad english 

 

  #15 
  

 12-08-2005, 01:46 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

 Linux 

All that was mentioned was support for MAC an Windows. 
I'm kind of guessing that if I want to change a monitor setting under linux it would be a huge no-
go ? 
Or rebooting to Windows in order to change it ? 
 
Mitja
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 Guest Question Samsung 970p... 12-01-2005, 10:38 PM

 Thomas M. Wolf To get the image to rotate... 12-01-2005, 11:16 PM

 More replies below current depth...

 Guest ian 11-15-2005, 02:36 PM

 ian is the 970P the one!! 11-15-2005, 05:05 PM

 skyform screen 12-09-2005, 01:55 PM

 ian ian 11-15-2005, 03:09 PM

 Thomas M. Wolf IMHO the DVD playback is... 11-15-2005, 08:58 PM

 ian Sorry about that double... 11-16-2005, 12:46 AM

 Guest Hi Can you recoomend a... 01-30-2006, 05:33 AM

 eHackster F1905b 02-05-2006, 12:47 PM

 pesante hi thomas, i forgot to ask... 11-16-2005, 05:16 AM

 Thomas M. Wolf I'm using OS 10.4.3 on the... 11-16-2005, 09:45 PM

 More replies below current depth...

 Guest Thomas Glad i found your... 11-28-2005, 05:49 PM
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 Thomas M. Wolf Kevin, I ran across the same... 11-28-2005, 11:03 PM

 Katarina9299 A w e s o m e ! 12-05-2005, 03:03 AM

 Guest banding 12-06-2005, 02:23 PM

 Guest Linux 12-08-2005, 01:46 PM

 Guest In the latest nVidia drivers,... 12-13-2005, 03:29 AM

 Guest Hi everyone! Wow, so it... 12-13-2005, 09:01 AM

 More replies below current depth...

 Guest Magictune freeze 03-01-2006, 07:40 AM

 Guest Solution Freeze Problem 03-08-2006, 07:33 PM

 Gerry Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 03-30-2006, 12:23 AM

 Thomas M. Wolf Gerry, I had to return the... 03-31-2006, 08:49 AM

 Gerry Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 04-01-2006, 01:29 AM

 mfields 970P MAC platform: brightness... 04-07-2006, 09:44 AM

 Guest MagicTune for Mac OS X 04-18-2006, 04:38 PM

 redeye lost and confused 04-29-2006, 08:53 PM

  #1 
  

 12-13-2005, 03:29 AM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
All that was mentioned was support for MAC an Windows. 
I'm kind of guessing that if I want to change a monitor setting under linux it would be a 
huge no-go ? 
Or rebooting to Windows in order to change it ? 
 
Mitja

In the latest nVidia drivers, and a 173p, there is now a "Direct Access" option, which lets you 
play with contrast and brightness, directly from the drivers. So, you can play with it without all 
the Magic* stuff. 
 
I'm hoping that this new feature will also be in the Linux drivers.

 

  #2 
  

 12-13-2005, 09:01 AM 

Ken11  Posts: n/
a 
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Hi everyone! 
Wow, so it seems quite a few people have bought the 970p already! I'm interested in getting one 
but I wanted to consult you guys first. Can someone watch a few dvds on this monitor, and post 
the results of that?  
 
Most reviews discuss games and the ghosting associated with that, but I primarily watch more 
dvds/tv rather than play high-level games. 
 
 
Thanks! and I hope you enjoy a wonderful holiday season!

 

  #3 
  

 12-21-2005, 10:01 AM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Unregistered 
In the latest nVidia drivers, and a 173p, there is now a "Direct Access" option, which lets 
you play with contrast and brightness, directly from the drivers. So, you can play with it 
without all the Magic* stuff. 
 
I'm hoping that this new feature will also be in the Linux drivers.

 
Adjusting it via drivers is cool and all, but it does not affect the monitor itself. 
Pity, but I don't care, just look at it! It's fantastic! 
 
Is there really a chance of linux software for it's management ? 
 
Mitja

 

  #4 
  

 03-01-2006, 07:40 AM 

Guest  Posts: n/
a 
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 Magictune freeze 

wonder Magictune is compliant to Windows98se because it freeze just when I click Magictune 
icon and then it freeze by itself. Yesterday I have download ATI  
Radeon upgrading driver for Radeon 9200 graphic card, magictune is compliant to Radeon 9200 
graphic card. I have even disenable firewall Kaspersky antivirus 
then try click Magictune icon, same thing. Should I download Magictune software of which is 3.6 
version and present I have same version 3.6 or should I upgrade Window98 to Windows XP.

 

  #5 
  

 03-08-2006, 07:33 PM 

Guest  Posts: n/
a 

 Solution Freeze Problem 

Using Windows 98. Gigabyte GA-81848P-L motherboard, Gigabyte Radeon 9200 SE graphic 
video card. I bought new Samsung LCD 19 inch 970P monitor. 
The CD Rom disk I install Magictune software that came include the box, into computer. As well 
the other software and driver for Win 98. Then reboot and try to start run Magictune 
it freeze just when I click Magictune icon about 30 seconds then it freeze. So I download latest 
upgrading ATI Radeon 9200 driver and try again, it same the result so 
last resort is downloading Magictune from Samsung. The version is 3.6 but it is 3.6.1070 version. 
Somewhat different version than CD-Rom disk. After install from 
website downloading from Samsung.ca (Magictune). Then reboot system and try click Magictune 
program, it work fine. So it obvious that version from CD disk and site version is different and 
Samsung support suggest me to downloading that one. It work good. I have antivirus called 
Kaspersky and when I click Magictune it won't working till I shut down Antivirus Kaspersky and 
wait for few mins then click Magictune and it running fine. So I have finally solve the solution 
regards of freeze by downloading from Samsung.ca.

 

  #6 
  

 03-30-2006, 12:23 AM 

Gerry  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Mar 2006
Posts: 2 
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Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 

Hi Thomas 
 
I found this forum whilst searching for information on this monitor - some useful posts! 
 
In post #9 you mentioned an IOGEAR KVM switch. I have been unable to find a follow up to this. 
I too wish to link to a Mac Mini and PC. I wanted to avoid a KVM switch if possible. The total cost 
here in the UK makes the purchase of a monitor such as the NEC LCD2070NX a viable alternative. 
 
How have you found the switch - are you using a DVI switch?

 

  #7 
  

 03-31-2006, 08:49 AM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Gerry 
Hi Thomas 
 
I found this forum whilst searching for information on this monitor - some useful posts! 
 
In post #9 you mentioned an IOGEAR KVM switch. I have been unable to find a follow 
up to this. I too wish to link to a Mac Mini and PC. I wanted to avoid a KVM switch if 
possible. The total cost here in the UK makes the purchase of a monitor such as the NEC 
LCD2070NX a viable alternative. 
 
How have you found the switch - are you using a DVI switch?

 
 
Gerry, 
 
I had to return the switch back to Fry's Electronics where I bought it from. It claims Mac/PC 
compatibility, but that certainly wasn't the case for me. My laptop never would show up on my 
Samsung 970P through the switch, the audio from ANY of the computers would never come 
through, and that's for starters. 
 
I have read that more expensive switches yield better results, but as you've said another 
monitor seems a viable alternative. There are quite a few with more than one video input - if 
only audio speakers did that too without the need for an amp!

 

  #8 
  

 04-01-2006, 01:29 AM 
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Gerry  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Mar 2006
Posts: 2 

Samsung 970P LCD Monitor 

Hi Thomas 
 
Thanks for the feedback. This rather confirms my fears about 'reasonably' priced switches. I shall 
look for alternatives and post the result later. 
 
Again thanks - keep the Mac tips coming!

 

  #9 
  

 04-07-2006, 09:44 AM 

mfields  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Apr 2006
Posts: 1 

970P MAC platform: brightness level not adjustable? true? 

I work on a MAc OS 10.2.6. 
I read somewhere that using MAC one cannot adjust the brightness level 
on the Samsung 970P? does anyone know if this is true? I do photography on the monitor so this 
is important to me. I have read that this monitor gets 
stellar reviews, particularly for digital photography. 
 
Also, i have read that the stand is a bit wobbly or cannot maintain its height adjustment as the 
stand used is the same one used on its smaller screen, the 770P.. 
your thoughts are appreciated... 
mark

 

  #10 
  

 04-18-2006, 04:38 PM 

Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 
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MagicTune for Mac OS X 

Just in case it helps someone else... 
 
I have the 770P as a second monitor in a dual setup on a PowerMac with NVIDIA 7800GT 
graphics card. 
 
MagicTune doesn't work (it runs but all options greyed out) until you move the menu bar to the 
770P monitor and re-start MagicTune. Then you can do all the stuff you need. 
 
Unfortunately, the only thing I *really* want is MagicRotate which doesn't appear to be availabe 
in a Mac OS X flavour. I hope Samsung sort this out but it seems MagicXXX is an OEM port from: 
 
http://personalcomputing.portrait.co...atibility.html 
 
Regards, 
 
Andrew

 

  #11 
  

 04-29-2006, 08:53 PM 

redeye  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Apr 2006
Posts: 1 

lost and confused 

I've been trying to reasearch lcd monitors. I currently have an old sony trintron and want to up 
date. I use photoshop and do a lot of gaming. the samsung 970p seemed to have the best specs 
but now im not to sure. I've seen a lot of negative comments on this thread. My os is win 2000 
pro and my graphics card is radeon 9800 pro. Will these work with the 970p or do I need to 
change them. I'm also concerned about the majictune and rotation seems like a lot of work. 
Please help.  
ps i'm new to this site and a little unsure about posting and any help would be greatly 
appericated.
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 Switch to Linear Mode

 Hybrid Mode

 Switch to Threaded Mode
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